Cloud Connect is RagingWire’s cloud neutral exchange, delivering secure, direct connections to the major cloud service providers, application providers and enterprise ecosystem. Cloud Connect is ideal for enterprise hybrid cloud deployments as well as cloud native applications.

Solution partners include: IX Reach, Megaport, NTT Com SD-Exchange Service, with more to come.

Customers benefit from the increased security and decreased risk of a private network, compared with using the less reliable public Internet. A simple, user-friendly web-based interface, automated and software defined interconnection feature allows RagingWire Cloud Connect users to access market-leading cloud platforms, SaaS providers, data centers, and partners on demand. Performance is assured through private network and multiple, configurable bandwidth options. Connections can be configured with complete redundancy, including port and path diversity.

Breadth of Choice

With RagingWire’s Cloud Connect, you can access the industry’s broadest choice of vendors for global cloud connectivity. Most any requirement for access, configuration, technology, speed, and management can be met -- all with secure and private direct connections.
RagingWire Cloud Connect:
A Scalable, Secure, and Simple Global Cloud Exchange*

Private, Secure Direct Interconnections to Major Cloud, SaaS Providers and Enterprises
- Lower latency
- Increased security
- Greater control
- Assured reliability
- Scalable

Automated Provisioning | High Capacity Ports
- 1G, 10G, 40G and 100G ports available
- Simplified network configuration complexity
- On-demand provisioning at Layer 2 and Layer 3
- Available access via API's

Global Network Presence
- Up to 170+ global points of presence, across 41 cities in 19 countries
- Available single port or cross connect multiplexed to multiple cloud providers/connections
- Any-to-any connections scaling from 1 Gbps to 10 Gbps Layer 2
- Control over routing reduces latency, risks

Powerful, Easy-to-Use Customer Portal
- Seamless automated connection provisioning
- Built-in management reporting on bandwidth allocation, utilization and analytics
- Configurable on-demand bandwidth

Solution Partners
- IX Reach
- Megaport
- NTT Com SD-Exchange Service

An Ecosystem of Providers
- Cloud services
  - Alibaba Cloud
  - Amazon Web Services (AWS)
  - Google Cloud Platform
  - IBM Cloud
  - Microsoft Azure
  - Oracle Cloud
  - SaaS/PaaS providers
  - On-net enterprise locations

RAGINGWIRE CUSTOMERS CAN RAPIDLY, FLEXIBLY, AND SECURELY CONNECT TO MULTIPLE CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDERS.

About RagingWire Data Centers
RagingWire Data Centers designs, builds, and operates mission critical data centers that deliver 100% availability, high-density power, flexible configurations, carrier neutral connectivity, and superior customer service. The company has 113 MW of critical IT load spread across 1.5 million square feet of data center infrastructure in Northern California, Ashburn, Virginia, and Dallas, Texas, with significant growth plans in these locations and other top North American data center markets. As part of the NTT Communications group, RagingWire is one of the largest wholesale data center providers in the world with a global network of 140 data centers in 20 countries operated by NTT Communications under the Nexcenter™ brand and one of the most financially strong companies in the data center industry.

For more information visit www.ragingwire.com.

* Individual features vary by solution partner. Contact RagingWire for details.

Take the next step.
To learn more about data center solutions from RagingWire, contact us.

Phone: 866-599-0998
Email: info@ragingwire.com
www.ragingwire.com